The diffusive transfer, or paracrine delivery, of chemical factors during the interaction of an emitting cell and a receiving cell is a ubiquitous cellular process that facilitates information exchange between the cells and/or to bystander cells. In the cellular immune response this exchange governs the magnitude and breadth of killing of cellular targets, inflammation or tolerance. Paracrine delivery is examined here by solving the steady-state diffusion equation for the concentration field surrounding two intensely interacting, equi-sized cells on which surface kinetics limits the rates of factor emission and absorption. These chemical factors may be cytokines, such as Interlukins and Interferons, but the results are presented in a generic form so as to be applicable to any chemical factor and/or cell-type interaction. In addition to providing overall transfer rates and transfer efficiencies, the results also indicate that when the receiving cell is naïve, with few factor receptors on its surface, there may be a significant accumulation of factor in the synaptic region between the cells with a consequent release of factor to the medium where it can signal bystander cells. This factor accumulation may play a critical role in activating a naïve receiving cell. As the receiving cell activates and becomes more absorbent, the factor accumulation diminishes, as does potential bystander signaling.
Introduction
It is well known that the diffusive transfer from volatile particles/droplets is affected by the proximity of their neighbors. When the interacting particles/droplets have the same composition, transfer is lower than the single, isolated rate. The effect of these diffusive interactions has been studied extensively over the years due to their relevance to atmospheric clouds/aerosols and liquid fuel spray combustion (see, for example, Sirignano, 2010; Annamalai and Ryan, 1992; Labowsky, 1976 Labowsky, , 1978 Labowsky, , 1980a Labowsky, , 1980b Sangiovanni and Labowsky, 1982) . Diffusive interactions, however, are also important in biological systems. Cells communicate and signal through the diffusive transfer, referred to as paracrine delivery, of certain chemical factors. For example, cytokine factors such as interlukin (IL-2, IL-10, IL-12), regulate the activation, stimulation, differentiation, and proliferation of T-cells to perform their proper immune response function (Pardoll, 2002; Sharpe and Abbas, 2006) . Biological interactions (Huse et al., 2006 (Huse et al., , 2008 , however, differ from those of volatile droplets in at least three significant ways: first, the interactions are much more intense due to the nano-range spacing between cells; second, the cells are animate and respond to their environment; and finally, interacting cells have different emission/absorption characteristics with an emitting cell (EMC) acting as a source and a receiving cell (REC) acting as a sink whereas volatile particles with the same composition experience source/source interactions. The terms EMC and REC used here are generic and may represent, for example, a T-cell interacting with an antigen-presenting cell (APC) (Grakoui et al., 1999; Monks et al., 1998; Smith-Garvin et al., 2009) or an artificial APC (Kress et al., 2009; Steenblock and Fahmy, 2008) interacting with a T-cell (Steenblock et al., 2011) . Indeed, the process of paracrine delivery is ubiquitous in cell biology and is used by other cell types such as neurons (Li et al., 2009; Robinson et al., 1996; Takeda et al., 2008) and epithelial cells (Lieblein et al., 2008; Jankowski et al., 2007; Greiff et al., 2002) for specific chemical information transfer.
Paracrine delivery has been modeled in the past by treating the cells as perfect sources and sinks (Kress et al., 2009) . While this approach is reasonable and amenable to solution using classical techniques like the Method of Images, it is incomplete because it only applies to cases where the transfer is diffusionlimited. A perfect source has a uniform factor surface concentration and an infinite capacity to supply factor. A perfect sink has an infinite capacity to absorb any factor that reaches its surface. Perfect/perfect interaction depends on geometric parameters such as relative size and intercellular separation. Transfer between biological cells, however, is not perfect/perfect but is limited by the finite surface kinetics. The rate at which the REC absorbs factor depends on the number and quality of the factor receptors on its surface. These receptors (schematically represented in Fig. 1 ) may be viewed in a similar light as active sites on a catalyst pellet. During the initial phase of cellular interaction, the REC is often naïve with few if any receptors and, thus, unable to absorb factor. The result is an accumulation of factor in the synaptic region, the region between the cells. It is conjectured that bathing in this accumulated factor is necessary to activate a naïve cell (Steenblock et al., 2011; Grakoui et al., 1999; Dustin, 2002 Dustin, , 2006 . Over time, as the cell (REC) activates, more factor receptors slowly appear on its surface, resulting in increased absorption and decreased synaptic factor concentration. Further, any factor that cannot be absorbed by the kinetic limitations of the REC diffuses to the ambience and provides a chemical signal for neighboring bystander cells (Huse et al., 2006 (Huse et al., , 2008 . It is important, therefore, to study cellular interactions in a more general way by including surface kinetics in the calculations. While it is desirable to examine arrays of interacting kinetically limited cells, it is fundamentally important to understand the behavior of the basic unit in such arrays: a single EMC/REC pair as considered here.
The case of a cell that emits factor at a constant rate, interacting with a non-absorbing REC was examined in Steenblock et al. (2011) . The results of these calculations were used, in part, to explain the experimentally observed increase in proliferation rates of CD8 T-cells when interacting with artificial APCs. This type of analysis will be extended below to the more general (and more challenging) cases of arbitrary emission and absorption characteristics. The results will be presented in dimensionless form, so they are not limited to a specific pair of cells, but may be applied to a range of chemical factors and interacting cell-types.
Assumptions and method of solution
The cells are assumed to be spherical and equi-sized with R EMC ( ¼R REC ) denoting the radius of the EMC (and REC), and are separated at their synaptic point (SP), the point of closest contact, by a distance S (see Fig. 1 ). It is further assumed that the concentration (C) of the diffusing factor is quasi-steady (QS), implying the C-field varies slowly with time in comparison with the characteristic diffusion time. The ambient medium is assumed to be factor-free (C N ¼0) and non-reactive with the factor. Under these conditions, the steady-state diffusion equation governing the C-field reduces to the Laplace Equation:
where the dimensionless concentration is
Dimensionless quantities are designated with an asterisk ( n ) when they have a dimensional counterpart. Distances are measured in units of R EMC , thus: C EMCiso denotes the surface concentration of factor on the EMC if it were isolated (far away) from the REC. The QS field near an isolated EMC spherical cell is spherically symmetrical, with C n decreasing inversely with distance (r n ) from the center of the cell (Fig. 2a) . The transfer rate from an isolated EMC in a factor-free environment is where D ext is the diffusion coefficient of the factor in the surrounding medium. For a prefect/perfect, diffusion-limited, interaction, the problem would then be analogous to finding the electrostatic potential between two conducting spheres of unit size: one raised to a uniform potential of unity and the other uniformly at ground; and could perhaps be solved using some variant of the classical Method of Images (Labowsky, 1976 (Labowsky, , 1978 (Labowsky, , 1980a (Labowsky, , 1980b . Since for equi-sized cells the interaction would depend only on the geometric parameter, S n , a perfect/perfect model implies kinetic processes such as factor synthesis and absorption/internalization occur with characteristic times that are small in comparison with the characteristic intercellular diffusion time. That this is not the case consider that high-affinity IL-2 receptors, composed of alpha, beta, and gamma subunits, do not appear on the surface of an APC until approximately 24 h following antigen encounter (Huse et al., 2008; Malek, 2008; Sabatos et al., 2008 In light of the limitations of a diffusion-limited calculation, finite surface kinetics must be considered. To this end, in the following, the local normal flux (J EMC ¼J EMC Á e n ) is assumed to be first order dependent on the local EMC surface concentration (C EMC ):
C o may be interpreted as an equilibrium surface concentration, at or above which J EMC is zero (J EMC ¼0 if C EMC ZC o ) and b is the emission rate constant. This restriction is placed on C o because the EMC must be a net emitter of factor. If the factor is modeled as being released through surface receptors, then b¼k on [R Eu ] and
, where k on , k off are the receptor association and dissociation constants and [R Eo ] are [R Eu ] the number of occupied and unoccupied receptors per unit EMC surface area. These parameters need to be experimentally determined and appropriately expressed so that b has units of speed. Alternatively, if factor is modeled as diffusing through a membrane in order to be released, then C o is the internal reservoir concentration and b is the inverse diffusive resistance. In this case, b¼D int (R EMC À dR/)(R EMC dR) where D int is the diffusion coefficient of the membrane and dR is the thickness of the membrane.
Artificial cells as in Steenblock et al. (2011) are comprised of factor embedded in a plastic binder (PLGA). As the binder decomposes with time internally releasing the factor, the factor must then diffuse through the remaining outer part of the cell to reach the surface. This internal diffusion process is somewhat analogous to diffusion through a pseudo-membrane with an effective and time-varying thickness.
In dimensionless form, the local normal EMC surface flux becomes
is the dimensionless emission rate constant. By definition J EMC
, on the other hand, will be shown in Section 3.2 to be of order unity so in this limit J EMC n becomes a constant with a value of b n C o n , independent of interactions. Under these conditions, the EMC is referred to as a constant source. Except when the cells are ''fresh'' and the effective membrane thickness (dR) is small, the artificial cells used in Steenblock et al. (2011) are examples of a constant source cell, because D int for factor diffusion through the PLGA that comprises these cells is typically several orders of magnitude lower than D ext (Raman et al., 2005; Almeria et al., 2011) and so b will be small. A large C o n does not imply an absurdly large factor concentration, but only that C o is much greater than C EMCiso . While interactions do not affect the transfer rate of a constant source cell, they will result in a non-uniform surface concentration. C EMC n will, therefore, be a function of position on the surface.
Conversely, as will also be seen in Section 3.4, when b n b1, both C o n and C EMC n -1 and the EMC behaves like a perfect source with a uniform surface concentration of unity. While the surface concentration is uniform and independent of interaction, the transfer rate will depend on the strength of the interaction. b n is, therefore, a measure of the ''perfection'' of the EMC.
Consider next, the REC. For this cell to be absorbent, a factor molecule must first bind to an unoccupied receptor on the cell's surface. Once bond, the factor can either desorb or be internalized. Another factor molecule cannot be absorbed at that site until the receptor recyles (or a new receptor appears). The surface kinetics on the REC depicted in Fig. 1 depends on the rate constants for factor absorption (k 1 ), factor desorption (k À 1 ) and for the internalization of the factor and re-cycling of the receptor (k 2 ). In Fig. 1 , R and IR þ represent unoccupied and occupied REC receptor sites, I represents the unbound factor, and I int is internalized factor, respectively. Borrowing from the well-known Michaelis-Menten kinetics, the local normal surface flux on the REC (J REC n ) is
The absorption rate of the REC is, therefore, characterized by two kinetic parameters: the dimensionless maximal velocity
and the dimensionless Michaelis constant
where [R RT ] is the concentration of the total number of receptors
on the REC. A more elaborate kinetic scheme can be used, but at the cost of additional independent variables.
As in catalysis, a large K m n implies most of the receptors are unoccupied, while a small K m n implies a high occupancy. The ratio a n /K m n is a measure of the degree of ''perfection'' of the REC. When a n /K m n -0, the REC becomes non-absorbent (naïve) with a nonuniform surface concentration (C REC ). When a n /K n m (and K m n ) is large the REC approaches a perfect sink with C REC n -0 uniformly on the surface. Note that both b n and a n depend inversely on D ext .
When D ext is large, b n and a n tend to be small and the paracrine delivery is likely kinetic-limited. When D ext is small, b n and a n will tend to be large and the process is likely diffusion-limited. It is important to bear in mind that the QS analysis used here will reflect the fields near interacting cells at a given instant in time. As the REC activates and more high quality receptors appear on its surface, a n /K m n increases from a value near zero with time. b may also vary with time as the number of occupied cell receptors changes or, as in the case of artificial cells, as the outer part of the cell is depleted of factor and the effective membrane thickness increases. QS analysis does not preclude such changes, only that these changes occur on a time scale that is much less than the characteristic diffusion time.
The equivalent S n for the clouds/sprays previously studied is typically several orders of magnitude greater than the characteristic S n -values for cellular interactions. Cellular interactions, therefore, are much more intense than in clouds/sprays and coupled with the fact the cells are not perfect sources/sinks require a different numerical approach. Eq. (1), subject to the surface conditions (Eqs. (5) and (6)), is solved here using the boundary collocation method described in the Appendix. This method is similar to that in Steenblock et al. (2011) , but iteratively modified in light of the non-linear REC boundary condition (Eq. (6a)). Once Eq. (1) is solved and C n is known everywhere between the cells, the EMC emission rate follows by integrating J EMC n over the surface of the EMC to obtain:
where Z EMC , the integral of J EMC n over the surface (A EMC n ¼4p) of the EMC, is the dimensionless ratio of the actual to the isolated EMC emission rates. When Z EMC o1, Z EMC 41, or Z EMC ¼1, the emission rate is, respectively, less than, greater than, or equal to the rate of an isolated EMC. Similarly, the absorption rate of the REC can be written as
where Z REC is the integral of -J REC n over the surface of the REC.
When Z REC ¼0 the REC is non-absorbing and all emitted factor diffuses to the medium. An Z REC 40 reflects the degree of absorbance. The larger the value of Z REC , the greater is the absorbance. A negative transfer rate indicates transfer to the cell and, hence, the minus sign in Eq. (8).
Results and discussion

Perfect source/perfect sink (diffusion-limited) interaction
The C n -field surrounding an isolated EMC is spherically symmetric and decreases inversely with distance from the cell (Fig. 2a) . The cell has a uniform surface concentration C n ¼1.0 (C EMC ¼C EMCiso ). As the cell interacts with an REC, the C n -field is distorted. The degree of distortion depends on both geometric (S n ) and kinetic parameters (b n a n , K m n ). For the limiting case of intensely interacting (S n ¼0.005) diffusion-limited (b n ¼10,000, a n /K m n ¼10,000) transfer between nearly perfect source and sink cells, the surface concentrations (Fig. 2b) are uniform (C EMC n ¼1.0 and C REC n ¼ 0.0) although the C n -field (solid curves) has lost its spherical symmetry. In the synaptic region (Fig. 2b, inset) , representative flux-lines (dashed curves with arrows) emanate from the EMC and mostly terminate on the REC. At the synaptic point (SP), the C n -curves are evenly spaced and the SP flux approaches that between two parallel plates (parp):
With S n ¼0.005, J EMCsp
, indicating a very large SP diffusive flux directed from the EMC into the REC.
The correction factors for a perfect/perfect pair are Z EMCpp ¼2.3 and Z RECpp ¼1.6 yielding a transfer efficiency (E¼100Z REC /Z EMC ) of 70%, meaning that 70% of the emitted factor is absorbed by the REC with only 30% diffusing to the medium where it is available to signal bystander cells.
Interactions with a constant source
Given the fact that factors are transcriptionally regulated and hence emission is severely restricted, it is reasonable to expect an EMC to often behave as a constant source. Fig. 3a-d Fig. 2b . For a naïve non-absorbing REC (a n /K m n ¼0, Fig. 3a) , the constant C n -curves intersect the cell surfaces, indicating a highly non-uniform surface concentration on both cells. The extent of this non-uniformity is particularly evident in the synaptic region (Fig. 3a, inset) . The SP concentrations (C EMCsp n , C RECsp n ) are slightly greater than 2 for both cells. This means the factor accumulates in the synaptic region resulting in an SP concentration some two times greater than that on the surface of an isolated EMC. The factor accumulation occurs because the nonabsorbing REC impedes diffusion from the EMC, which emits factor at a constant rate, independent of interactions. Overcoming this increased diffusional resistance requires an enhanced diffusive driving force and, hence, a higher synaptic point concentration (C RECsp n ). For type one cytokine transmission that are initially present at low concentration on the cell surface and have low affinity for the diffusing cytokine, it is suspected that this accumulation facilitates initial binding occupancy and hence will increase the absorption characteristics (a n /K m n ) on the REC over time. As mentioned in Section 2, the number of receptors will increase with time, but at a rate that is sufficiently low to be within the constraints of the QS assumption.
The fact that C EMCsp n ¼C RECsp n means J RECsp n ¼0 and there is no intercellular synaptic point transfer, nor transfer anywhere on the REC surface. Surface concentrations decrease with distance from the SP indicating the presence of a large tangential concentration gradient along the REC. This tangential gradient gives rise to diffusional flux-lines that leave the EMC but do not intersect the non-absorbing REC, yielding Z REC ¼0.
In time, as the REC becomes more absorbent (a n /K m n ¼1.0, Fig. 3b ), the C n -curves shift slightly but still intersect both cells indicating non-uniform surface concentrations. C EMCsp n and C RECsp n decrease to slightly less than 2. The flux-lines tend to avoid the REC with only 4.4% (Z REC ¼0.044) of the emitted factor absorbed by the REC.
As a n /K m n increases to 10 (Fig. 3c) , there is significant change in the C n -field as the REC absorbs more factor. On the backside of the EMC, opposite the synaptic point, C EMC n $ 0.9, less than that for an isolated cell. At the synaptic point, C EMCsp with 68% of the factor diffusing to the medium and available to signal bystander cells. The constant C n -curves still intersect both cells, but are more spaced out indicative of a diminished tangential surface gradient.
Finally, if the REC becomes highly absorbent (a n /K m n ¼1000, Fig. 3d ), the C n -curves no longer intersect but surround the REC which has a uniform surface concentration near zero, similar to the perfect sink in Fig. 2b . The C n -curves, however, still intersect the EMC indicating a non-uniform surface concentration on that cell. The striking feature of Fig. 3d is that synaptic region is depleted of the factor. C EMCsp n is not unity, as in the case for the perfect source, but is essentially zero. This behavior is a consequence of the near perfection of the REC and the constant source nature (Z EMC ¼1.0) of the EMC. The EMC is only capable of emitting factor at a fixed rate. Any factor that is emitted near the SP is quickly absorbed by the REC, resulting in the depletion of synaptic factor.
In summary, during early stages of cellular interactions, if the REC is non-absorbing, factor accumulates in the synaptic region, giving rise to a concentration gradient that drives the factor from the synaptic region to the ambient medium, where it can signal bystander cells. With time, as the REC presents more high affinity receptors, its absorption capability increases and synaptic factor is depleted. While the REC in Fig. 3d is essentially perfect, J RECsp n (E À 1) is 200 times smaller in magnitude than in Fig. 2a .
Further, Z REC ¼0.474, yielding a transfer efficiency of 47.4%.
So, even when the REC is highly absorbent, the transfer characteristics are far from those of a perfect/perfect, diffusion-limited, pair.
Effect of spacing (S n )
The accumulation of factor in the synaptic region is a sensitive function of cell spacing as may be seen from a comparison of Fig. 4a -c with Fig. 3a (constant source EMC/non-absorbing REC). When S n is 0.1 (Fig. 4a) , a fairly close spacing, C RECsp n is $ 1.31 compared with the 2.08 when S n ¼0.005. C RECsp n decreases significantly to near 1.05 and 0.83 as S n increases to 0.25 ( Fig. 4b ) and 0.5 (Fig. 4c ), respectively. It should be noted that the EMC surface concentration has a nearly uniform concentration of unity, approaching that of an isolated EMC, when S n ¼0.5 (Fig. 4c ). The possibility arises that when spacing is sufficiently small, the cells may deform, increasing the synaptic contact area. Increased synaptic area increases diffusional resistance thus increasing C RECsp n in order to provide a diffusive driving force sufficient to expel the synaptic factor. The accumulation effect, therefore, will be considerably enhanced if the cells deform during interaction. 
Interactions with a non-absorbing cell
By comparing Fig. 5a-d with Fig. 3a the effects of b n on the concentration field near a non-absorbing REC (a n /K m n ¼0, S n ¼0.005) can be seen. Note first that Fig. 5a (b n ¼ 0.1) is nearly the same as Fig. 3a (b n ¼10 -4 ). This means that a three order of magnitude increase in b n has only a slight effect on the C n -fields.
As b n increases to 1 (Fig. 5b ) and then to 10 (Fig. 5c ), these effects become more evident with C RECsp n decreasing to 1.58 and 1.1, respectively.
While Fig. 3d shows the fields surrounding a constant source and a nearly perfect sink cell, Fig. 5d shows the opposite: a nearly perfect EMC (b n ¼1000) interacting with a non-absorbing (a n /K m n ¼0) REC. In this case, the EMC has a mostly uniform surface C n of unity while the REC has a non-uniform surface concentration. At the synaptic point, C n is essentially unity on both cells, but decreases with distance from the SP along the surface of the REC. Z EMC is found to be 0.96, so the emission rate is less than that of an isolated EMC, indicating that interaction with a non-absorbing REC inhibits overall emission.
Overall transfer rates calculations
The above observations are shown quantitatively over a wide range of kinetic parameters in Figs. 6-10 where Z REC (top) and Z EMC (bottom) are presented as functions of log(a There are common features to all of the Z REC figures. As reflected in Fig. 3 , Z REC increases from zero for low values of a n /K m n , then increases with increasing absorbency (a n /K m n ) before reaching a maximum value plateau, corresponding to a perfect sink (Z RECmax ) at large values of a n /K m n . When a n /K m n is low, the REC is poorly absorbent and most of the emitted factor diffuses to the medium (EE0) where it can chemically signal bystander cells. For K m n 41 (low receptor occupancy) Z REC is practically independent of K m n . For K m n o1 (high receptor occupancy), on the other hand, Z REC depends on both a n /K m n and K m n . Even the lowest Fig. 5 . The concentration field (C n ) and flux-lines near EMCs with varying emission and a non-absorbing REC: a
Close up views of the synaptic region. . Z REC (top) and Z EMC (bottom) as a function of log(a Fig. 10 . Z REC (top) and Z EMC (bottom) as a function of log(a
calculated curve (K m n ¼0.01), however, eventually merges with the others and plateaus at the same Z RECmax provided a n /K m n is sufficiently high. The data point corresponding to Fig. 3d (b n ¼10 -4 , K m n ¼0.05, a n /K m n ¼1000) falls on this perfect sink plateau in Fig. 6. From a À 4 (and 0.01), 1, 10, and 100, respectively.
Looking next at the Z EMC we find that for b n r0.01 (Figs. 6 and 7), Z EMC ¼ 1, independent of a n /K m n and K m n , a reflection of the constant flux nature of EMCs in this low b n range. As b n increases, however, the Z EMC become increasing dependent on the REC absorption characteristics, increasing from a minimum value (Z EMCmin ) at low a n /K m n to a maximum value (Z EMCmax ) as the REC approaches a perfect sink. As with Z REC , there is a common Z EMC curve for K m n 41. The curves of smaller values of K m n eventually merge with this common K m n curve at a sufficiently high a n /K m n . For b n ¼1 (Fig. 8) , 10 ( Fig. 9) , 100 ( n as large as 100 (Fig. 10) , the values of Z RECmax and Z EMCmax are measurably lower than the perfect/perfect limits. The perfect/perfect model for paracrine delivery, therefore, is only applicable in a very limited range.
For biological EMCs, large b n -values may be possible if the cells have the capability to produce factor in sufficient quantity to meet the demand of a strongly absorbing REC. A biological cell is different than an artificial one due to its ability to hasten the production of factor in response to an interaction. Artificial cells, on the other hand, consist of factor-impregnated polymer. The emission rates from these types of cells are fixed by: polymer degradation to release the factor and internal diffusion of the released factor from the interior to the surface of the cell. The effective internal diffusion coefficients for these types of cells are extremely low (Raman et al., 2005; Almeria et al. 2011 ) and typically several orders of magnitude lower than D ext . Emission is limited, therefore, not by intercellular but by intra-cellular diffusion. Realistically, however, it is not expected that any cell, biological or artificial, would be able to produce factor at a rate sufficient to satisfy the demand of a perfect sink. Thus even for biological emitting cells, it is anticipated that there is a maximum finite value of b n . The above discussion has been in terms of concentrations. It should be mentioned that the concentrations of factors near biological cells are often in the pM, or lower, range. At these concentrations, a snapshot of the region near a micron-sized cell may reveal few if any factor molecules at any instant in time. In this case, the calculated concentrations must, therefore, be viewed in a probabilistic sense, with regions of higher calculated concentration having a great probability of having a molecule in any given snapshot than a region of lower calculated concentration.
Conclusions
The diffusive transfer, or paracrine delivery, of a chemical factor between an emitting cell (EMC) interacting with a receiving cell (REC) is a complex phenomenon that depends on several independent variables, physical, geometric, and kinetic. Modeling this phenomenon as a perfect source/perfect sink pair, however, will greatly over-estimate the rate of paracrine delivery and would not reveal the important effects mentioned here of synaptic factor accumulation and chemical signaling to bystander cells. Indeed perfect/perfect transfer, governed by geometric variables, is a limiting case in which diffusion through the medium controls the transfer process.
Emitting cells (T-cells, APCs) are likely to behave as kinetically limited sources or even constant source cells because factor production is transcriptionally regulated or, in the case of artificial cells, limited by intra-cellular diffusion. The behavior of the RECs, on the other hand, will depend on the number and quality of surface receptors, the rate at which the transferred factor can be cleared by binding and internalization. For type I cytokines, in the early phase of paracrine delivery, there may be few receptors and the REC is expected to be poorly absorbing resulting in significant accumulation of factor in the synaptic region.
The results presented here are in terms of dimensionless variables so they may be applied to interactions involving a wide variety of factors, cell sizes, and/or cell-types. Knowing the transfer rates, the efficiency of transfer can be determined to see what percentage of the factor is absorbed by the REC with the balance available for transfer to bystander cells. Further, while synaptic factor accumulation is conjectured to activate a naïve cell, the above calculations provide the amount of accumulation that may be expected so this conjecture can be reasonably assessed.
Even though the surface kinetic laws are simple, the results are striking in that they imply two directionally distinct pathways for transmission of an emitted chemical factor. The first is a pathway that involves direct synaptic transmission and indeed certain cytokine factors such as IL-2, IL-10, and Interferon gamma, are directionally secreted in the synapse upon T cell encounter with antigen. A second pathway releases inflammatory factors away from the synaptic junction to signal/attract bystander cells to the source of inflammation.
Future work should include not only incorporating more sophisticated kinetics and thoroughly exploring the effects of relative cell size, spacing, medium concentration, and cell deformation, but also experimentally determining reasonable values for the various kinetic parameters used here. Even without this additional robustness however, the above analysis hints at one possible means by which cells can modulate both pathways depending on the kinetics of absorption (availability of target receptors) of the REC or the emission rate (transcriptional synthesis of the factor) of the EMC.
Nomenclature n denotes a dimensionless quantity with a dimensional counterpart C concentration of chemical factor C EMCiso concentration of factor on the surface of an isolated EMC C EMC local surface concentration of factor on an EMC C REC local surface concentration of factor on a REC local fluxes follow from Eqs. (5) and (6), and the correction factors Z EMC and Z REC are calculated by integrating the normal surface flux over the surfaces of the respective cells. The ring singularities were arranged on a ''singularity sphere'' that is roughly 95% of the radius inside a given cell. The radius of the singularity sphere is an important computational variable and is found by trial and error. If the radius is too large, then large variations between the collocation points may occur. If the radius is too small, then round-off errors become troublesome. Using a roughly 4 degree singularity separation, the maximum error in C n at the midpoint between two collocation points was found to be less than 3% in most cases.
